
Romantic Suspense  Fiction 
 
 

Saul-Bellow: FIC B8796c 
Brown, Sandra 
Chill factor 
Cleary, North Carolina, is a sleepy mountain town -- the kind of place where criminal activity is usually limited 
to parking violations. Not so, lately. Four women have disappeared from Cleary over the past two years. And 
there's always a blue ribbon left near the spot where each of the women was last seen. There are no bodies, no 
other clues, and no suspicion as to who their abductor might be. And now, another woman has disappeared 
without a trace... 
 
Saul-Bellow: FIC C712d 
Collins, Jackie 
Drod dead beautiful 
Lucky Santangelo is back with a vengeance--still every bit as strong, sexy, and seductive as ever! But Lucky is 
older and wiser, and hot to reclaim her power position in Las Vegas. However, a deadly enemy from her past 
has resurfaced--a person determined to take everything from her, including the family she holds so dear: two 
sons and an out-of-control teenage daughter who is just as outrageous as Lucky herself. Like mother, like 
daughter. And if that old saying holds true, it’s going to be one wild ride. 
 
Saul-Bellow: FIC C855b 
Coulter, Catherine 
Born to be wild 
Get yourself ready for Mary Lisa Beverly - a soap-opera phenom who's just won her third Daytime Emmy for 
her role as Sunday Cavendish on Born to Be Wild. She's fun and lovable and has lots of crazy friends, most of 
whom hang out at her house in the Colony, the famous gated community in Malibu. Unfortunately, there is 
one bad thing to poleax her champagne life - someone is trying to kill her. 
 
Saul-Bellow: FIC D491e v.1 
Deveraux, Jude 
[Edenton trilogy. 1], Fisrt impressions 
When Eden Palmer moved into Farrington Manor, the charming house that was willed to her, she hoped her 
new home in lovely Arundel, North Carolina, would provide the fresh start she needed. Her beloved daughter 
Melissa, whom Eden raised on her own, was married now, and Eden must begin a new chapter. But her arrival 
in the small Southern town soon plunges her into a mystery that threatens not only her plans and reputation, 
but her life...and when two eligible bachelors pursue her, Eden is flattered -- and more than a little suspicious. 
Can she use one man to save her from the other? 
 
Saul-Bellow: FIC H714p 
Hogan, Chuck 
Princes of thieves 
Four masked men -- thieves, rivals, and friends from the tough streets of Charlestown -- take on a Boston bank 
at gunpoint. Holding bank manager Claire Keesey hostage and cleaning out the vault were simple. But career 
criminal Doug MacRay didn't plan on one thing: falling hard for Claire. When he tracks her down without his 
mask and gun, their mutual attraction is undeniable. With a tenacious FBI agent following his every move, he 
imagines a life away from his gritty, dangerous work -- a life centered around Claire. But before that can 
happen, Doug and his crew learn that there may be a way to rob Boston's venerable baseball stadium, Fenway 
Park. Risky yet utterly irresistible, it would be the perfect heist to end his criminal career and begin a new life. 
But, as it turns out, pursuing Claire may be the most dangerous act of all. 
  
Saul-Bellow: H828o 
Hospital, Janette Turner 
Orpheus lost 
Leela Moore is a math protigy who has escaped her small Southern town to study in Boston. From the first 
moment she hears Mishka playing his violin in the subway, she is drawn to him, and they quickly become 
lovers. [...] One night Leela is inexplicably taken off the street to an intrrogation centre. There has been an 
"incident", an explosion on the subway; terrorists are suspected...  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Saul-Bellow: FIC  L914r v.1 
Lowell, Elizabeth 
[Rarities unlimited. 1],Moving target 
When Serena inherits some rare pages from the mysterious Book of the Learned, she discovers that someone is 
willing to kill to keep their secrets under wraps. Of course, this being a novel by a doyenne of romantic 
suspense, Serena also gets involved with the man set to appraise her valuable inheritance. 
 
Saul-Bellow: LV FIC Q6L et Saint-Pierre: FIC Q6L 
Quick, Amanda 
Late for the wedding 
An invitation to a country house party at Beaumont Castle provides a perfect solution to Tobias and Lavinia’s 
most exasperating challenge: how to escape the chaos of London for a remote, relaxing--and above all romantic-
-retreat from prying eyes and wagging tongues. But the lovers’ plans are foiled when their first cozy interlude of 
the weekend is disrupted by the appearance of a stunning woman from Tobias’s past... 
 
Saul-Bellow: FIC R6455a 
Roberts, Nora 
Angels fall 
Reece Gilmore has come a long way to see the stunning view below her. As the sole survivor of a brutal crime 
back East, she has been on the run, desperately fighting the nightmares and panic attacks that haunt her. 
Reece settles in Angel's Fist, Wyoming - temporarily, at least-and takes a job at a local diner. And now she's 
hiked this mountain all by herself. It was glorious, she thought, as she peered through her binoculars at the 
Snake River churning below. Then Reece saw the man and woman on the opposite bank. Arguing. Fighting. 
And suddenly, the man was on top of the woman, his hands around her throat . . 
 
Saul-Bellow et Saint-Pierre: 
FIC S544a 
Sheldon, Sydney 
Are you afraid of the dark? 
All around the globe, people are being reported dead or missing.Kelly Harris and Diane Stevens -- young 
widows of two of the victims -- encounter each other in New York, where they have been asked to meet with 
Tanner Kingsley, the head of KIG. He assures them that he is using all available resources to find out who is 
behind the mysterious deaths of their husbands. But he may be too late. Someone is intent on murdering both 
women, and they suffer a harrowing series of near escapes. Who is trying to kill them and why? 
 
Saul-Bellow: FIC S851d 
Stewart, Mariah 
Dead wrong 
It was inescapably chilling, as if the murderer was methodically working his way down a page torn from the 
phone book. The three victims brutally killed in their own homes had one thing in common: they were all 
listed as M. Douglas. The fact that Mara Douglas is next on the list has her jumping at shadows, until FBI 
agent Aidan Shields shows up to make sure she doesn't become the fourth victim.Aidan has been out of 
commission since an undercover operation went bad more than a year ago. Back on the job, his razor-sharp 
instincts are returning. But it will take all of Aidan's wits to stay one step ahead of the elusive killer who has 
engaged him in a deadly game - a game in which Mara's life is the prize. A game only one can win . . . 

 


